
Profile 

We arrived on a boat in 1956, just before the 
Melbourne Olympics and black and white TV.  My 
father met my mother, sister, brother and me at 
Victoria docks. He had come from Italy five years 
earlier.  Those were exciting times for an eight year old 

boy. The voyage to Australia took us through the Suez Canal, past Ceylon, now Sri Lanka 
and my first experience of a banana. Then on to Fremantle and Melbourne.  What an 
adventure!! Never to be forgotten. 
 
I entered Errol St. Primary School in North Melbourne late April 1956, with not a word 
of English. By the year’s end I was proficient and jumped from grade 2 to grade 4.  
Maths, art and sport were my best subjects; top high jumper in the school during these 
early years.  My English improved and I become integrated into the school community.  

Since there were no state secondary schools in North Melbourne in 1959, or now, grade 6s went to Princess Hill High School in 
Carlton, or Brunswick Technical School further up Sydney Road.  Later, I came to understand that recent male migrants were 
sent to the technical school.  For me, it was a lucky choice.  At the tech school, boys had exposure to good academic teaching as 
well as significant exposure to trade subjects; woodwork, sheet metal, engineering drawing and engineering workshop classes.  I 
thoroughly enjoyed all of it.  In my final year at tech school Mr Duane, my young, charismatic chemistry teacher, made me fall in 
love with his subject in preference to Mathematics and Physics, at which I also excelled.  
 
I continued with the study of chemistry for a further six years; four at the then RMIT, now RMIT University and two years at La 
Trobe University.  By this time I had met Felicia, the love of my life, who was studying primary teaching and decided to switch to 
teaching too.  After an initial six months at Thornbury High in Melbourne, teaching chemistry and science and a year at teachers’ 
college, I was posted to Richmond Technical School; an environment almost identical to my own secondary school experience. I 
was 25 years old, a good age to be, ready and excited to commence a career in science teaching, but fate had other ideas. 
 
Soon after starting at Richmond Technical School teaching maths and science, I was asked to join a project to acquire a 
computer at the school. Computers in secondary schools were unheard of in 1972.  But a staff member, Brendon O’Dowd, who 
the previous year had built and launched a three metre rocket with the help of the army, was now onto a new project;  to 
acquire a school computer thus inspire students with enthusiasm for learning.  I fell in love with the emerging technology; in 
particular with the art of programming.  The ability to think of an idea then transform it into a useful tool; a computer program 
(known as an ‘App’ today) saw me returning to Melbourne University to study Computer Science. I graduated with a degree in 
computer science in 1978.  Writing software was to be my profession for the next thirty years; thirteen at Richmond Technical 
School, the remainder running my own private software development business. 
 
During those early years at Richmond, Felicia and I purchased a small house in Glen Iris, which we still own. Our only son, Julian, 
was born there in 1972. Both Felicia and I benefited greatly from Australia’s post war immigration programme.  Our parents 
came to Australia for a better life, but in reality it was their children who benefited mostly.  Young migrants like Felicia and I, 
profited greatly from the Australian education system as we took up opportunities offered by tertiary education and further 
opportunities that flowed from that. 
 
I sold my software business in 2003, and in that year permanently moved to the Bass Coast region of Victoria. There I joined the 
Wonthaggi Woodcrafters and the Wonthaggi U3A.  
 
The woodcraft group allowed me to develop my skills and knowledge of wood and woodturning, and in that I thank Hartley 
Tobin and George Hill. See the Woodturning Gallery section for samples of my work. I joined various classes with the Wonthaggi 
U3A, but in the end I settled into the astronomy group. This provided me with the need to explore the subjects of chemistry, 
physics and mathematics, which I had most enjoyed during my early education, but had ignored ever since.  Astronomy is the 
oldest of the sciences and directly and indirectly modern astronomy connects us with many other disciplines as it leads us to 
initially explore our solar system and then other planets, stars and galaxies and of course the exploration of the ultimate 
frontier, the universe at large.  
 
So almost sixty years have passed since my family and I arrived in a boat. Yet, those who arrive in boats today are not so lucky or 
even welcome any more! We Australians still enjoy the fruits of the lucky country, I believe, but we are not so willing to share it 
much anymore. That may well be to the detriment of us all! 
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